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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Good Morning everyone.Thank you for the opportunity to share Australia’s experiences in transitioning to Performance Based Navigation and in particular the opportunities that transition has presented for us to achieve outcomes for the airport communities.The Required Navigation Performance (RNP) family of navigation specifications offer a range of operational benefits for airlines but for today I’ll concentrate on how the capabilities that RNP brings can be applied to Active Noise Abatement.  I understand that not everyone here is going to be a PBN specialist so I’ll try to keep the technical language to a minimum.



Australian Environment and PBN 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So first a little context to how the Australian environment has influenced the choices we have made in implementing PBN as the primary means of navigation for instrument flight. Australia has a land mass similar in size to the continental USA but a population of only 24.5M.  That is a population size similar to Angola or North Korea.   What’s more, about 70% of that population lives along the East Coast between Cairns and Adelaide. The sparse population beyond this coastal strip means there is a lack of infrastructure to support navigation and communications across a large area of the continent.  The only practical way to implement Performance Based Navigation was to rely on the RNP family of navigation specifications using GNSS as the enabling technology.We now have an environment where GNSS avionics are mandated for all instrument flight and have begun to implement RNP based PBN services.



Drivers 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
I think it is reasonable to say that in the Australian environment noise abatement is not usually our primary consideration.  In places like Alice Springs here there just isn’t the need but this something we consider on a site by site basis and later I’ll share some illustrations where we have made significant efforts to achieve noise abatement outcomes.
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Opportunities for Active Noise 
Abatement in the RNP Family 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the Australian context only the RNP family is being used, this is a point of distinction between Australia’s PBN approach and that taken by Europe and the USA who  NO RNAVThere are two objectives that can be delivered using the RNP capabilities:Placing the flight path in locations where residual noise where is has the least impact, andReducing the level of noise experienced beneath a particular flight path.RNP Capabilities supporting those objectives:Terminal operations from arrival and departure procedures through to approach procedures can make varying contributions using RNP1, RNP Approach and RNP AR Approach.There are also optional PBN applications like RF Legs which can be added to the other specifications.



RNP AR APCH 
 

• Australian History: 
• Qantas sponsored trial which lead to a broader implementation 

project. 
• Now an ongoing program driven by customer identified need. 

 
• Examples of placing the flight path so the residual noise has less 

impact: 
• Brisbane ‘River Track’ and 
• Canberra Runway 35 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
I won’t go into too much technical detail on RNP AR Approach, I suspect most of us here are familiar with the detail of these procedures.  What RNP AR approach brings is a very accurate lateral path coupled with a guided vertical path.  Equally important is the inclusion of the RF Leg as a part of the specification.  I’m speak a little more about RF Leg later but this is a means to very accurately define a turn in the lateral path, eliminating much of the variability we see in the traditional ‘fly by’ or ‘fly over’ transitions.The Qantas funded trail was focussed on generating operational efficiencies but as Airservices progressively took over the broader implementation project we took the opportunity to demonstrate the what may be possible in achieving noise abatement outcomes at the same time.I’ll use two sites to illustrate how we have been able to use the RNP capabilities to position the flight paths in a way that the impact of the residual noise has been reduced.  These are the Brisbane ‘River Track’ which was referred to as the Green Trial and which you may be familiar with already and the southern approach to Canberra, our nations capital.



Brisbane ‘River’ track 
• Demonstration site 

• First flights January 2007 
• 11k participating flights through 

October 2008 

• Replicated an existing visual 
procedure. 

• Three potential areas of noise 
benefit were suggested as: 

• Higher vertical profile with constant 
descent. 

• Later landing configuration. 
• Residual noise focussed over river 

and industrial area. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
River track was the subject of more intense study as a showcase for RNP AR capability demonstrating flight efficiency and environmental outcomes  (fuel burn/CO2 and noise) using the visual procedure as a baseline comparison.We converted an existing visual procedure (the red traces) into an RNP AR (the green traces).  Notice how the use of RF Legs has reduced the divergence in the turns and is able to locate a large portion of the flight path over the river and along the associated industrial corridor. A secondary benefit is the vertical guidance used in the RNP AR which allows the flight management system to manage the energy in descent for a constant descent operation.



Brisbane ‘River’ track: 
Population Overflown 

      Visual    RNP AR 

• Allowing for the navigational accuracy of each procedure the affected 
population captured by each was 

• Visual procedure (±0.7NM) : 63300 

• RNP AR procedure (±0.3NM) : 24550 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Focussing on the lateral variation in the flight path as flown visually and under the RNP AR approach one argument put forward was that there is a reduction in the number of people directly overflown, at first this seemed like a reasonable result.Unfortunately there is a second side to this coin, although less people are directly overflown they are overflown more frequently.  Further the remainder can still see the aircraft and even though they are not overflown directly any change in the noise they experience is not likely to be at a level that is discernible.



Brisbane ‘River’ track: 
Noise Contour 

 Conventional ILS     RNP AR 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The real benefit of having the River Track available is in ‘shoulder’ conditions, i.e.:Not VMC butNot so bad we need ILSIn shoulder conditions all would fly ILS, now most will fly RNP AR until conditions deteriorate and ILS becomes the only approach available.  There are still issues for ATC in managing this situation and when it all gets too hard the safe way out is to fall back to everyone on the ILS.The primary issues are a ‘mixed mode’ of aircraft equipage where not all aircraft are approved for RNP AR and a mixed sequence of RNP AR and ILS traffic is run, associated with this is the difficulty for ATC judging sequencing of a mix of RNP AR and ILS traffic to deliver a consistent spacing to the threshold to enable interlaced departures.So overall an improvement but still more work to be done.



Canberra RWY35 
• 85% of arrivals use RWY35. 

• Merge point moved over 
farmland west of new 
residential developments in 
Jerrabombra. 

• LAmax reduction of 6 to 
10dB(A) forecast.   

• Additional benefit from 
RWY17 missed approach 
using a similar lateral path. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The second illustration I’ll share is at Canberra where a high percentage of arriving traffic approaches from the south over new residential developments at Jerrabombra and Tralee.In this case only a small variation to the merge point of the various procedures and the introduction of a series of small RF legs to regain runway alignment have delivered significant benefit for these new communities. An independent evaluation forecast an improvement in the maximum noise experienced for a single flight of between 6 to 10dB(A).  For some context we consider a change of <3dB(A) to be barely noticeable, 3 to 5 may be noticeable and 10 perceived as twice as loud.   I’ve got to suggest that 6 to 10dB(A) reduction is optimistic BUT the recent implementation of a 3 x weekly late arrival by a Singapore B777 brought comment from residents – “why aren’t they using the curved approach” so something is working.A local issue is caused here by the State boundary (grey line).  Planning authorities SE of the line have continued to approve new residential developments beneath these new flight paths.  A condition of approval included reducing density in the development and including green spaces in the most highly affected areas   Buyers are fully informed about the flight paths by the developer at time of sale, now we wait and see what the future brings as these properties change hands privately and possibly the disclosure isn’t as robust as it currently is.



Vertically Guided RNP Approach 
• BaroVNav in the Australian context 
• Superior energy management through FMS 
• Driver isn’t typically necessarily ANA but there is something there 

 
 

Into the future: 
• Extend vertical guidance into STAR phase if there is a need 
• Add RF leg to procedures where there is a need. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Important to note that RNP AR Is not a precision approach, it is a very precise variant of Approach with Vertical Guidance (APV).In the Australian context, with benign terrain, there is often no benefit to using RNP AR over a less restrictive approach with vertical guidance.  The advantage of using an APV is that the our commercial fleet can use an APV without any additional regulatory overhead or training and the high procedure maintenance costs associated with RNP AR are avoided.The ongoing RNP AR implementation and APV are combined under one governance group.  The policy is that the baseline capability will be APV using BaroVNav unless there is a specific outcome which cannot be achieved without using RNP AR.  Already several RNP AR procedures have been replaced by



RNP into xLS 
• Flown as a one off as 

RNP into GLS at Sydney 
in 2009. 

• More recent trials and 
implementations of both 
ILS and GLS around the 
world. 

• Procedures well 
developed and 
understood. 

• Wider trial and 
deployment planned in 
Australia for both ILS and 
GLS final segments. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
One other example of vertically guided arrival/approach is RNP into xLS which has been discussed during other presentations here.Major driver for RNP into xLS is flight efficiency but some noise abatement benefit is found in the Constant Descent Operation and flexibility in locating lateral path.More available if we combine this with some of the advanced capabilities that GLS offers.  Which is what Boeing has done with the ECODemonstrator. 



Leveraging GLS Capabilities 
Combine the capabilities: 
• RNP into GLS 
• Adaptive Glideslope 
• Displaced Threshold 

• RNP to GLS  
• 1.4NM Short Final 
• 3.5° glideslope 
• 1000 ft displaced threshold 

• RNP to GLS  
• 1.4NM Short Final  
• 3° glideslope  

Copyright 2016 Boeing  

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
<Acknowledge graphic lifted from Boeing.>Boeing ECO Demonstrator Program flew combinations of the three capabilities.B737NG: measured approx. 1NM from the threshold -1.5 dB(A) by moving the vertical path from 3 to 3.5 degrees-1.5 dB(A) more by displacing threshold 1000ft along the runway.Recognising 3 dB(A) is about the limit of what can be perceived as different, benefit should be greater further out as vertical displacement will increase with distance from the threshold.



Constraints 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So although all this seems attractive there is no silver bullet in there, the ANA benefits are incremental and must be aggregated with all other small contributions.  This is not a revolutionary change.But now I want to address what is frequently omitted or glossed over in these discussions and that is understanding what the RNP capabilities CANNOT do.Proponents end up over promising and under deliveringStakeholders develop unrealistic expectations leading to disappointment with the final outcome.Trust breaks down and further changes become more difficult



Runway Alignment 
 
 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
True for both landing and take-off.No matter how clever the technology, in the end aircraft must align themselves with the runway.Final Roll Out Point has a limit.  E.g. Sunshine Coast



Sunshine Coast, RWY36 
 

• No precision approach or 
RNAV (GNSS) available, 
only conventional non 
precision approach. 

 

 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Surv. Traces,South, VOR approachCentre, DCT visual right baseNorth, DCT to the VOR, visual R CCT



Sunshine Coast, RWY36 RNP AR 
• Proprietary procedure limited 

to A320. 

• FROP is 1.22NM from the 
threshold @ 449ft 

• Can’t be duplicated with ICAO 
criteria 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Even using proprietary criteria, optimised for a specific configuration of aircraft this is the limit of what could be achieved.For those aircraft capable, representing >50% of flights:Eliminated significant community overflight assw. the VOR approach.Confined VIS procedure to over the river mouth.  Although ordinarily available as a VIS procedure now flown RNP AR (by those capable) in VMC as a more stable approach.



Turn Radius: RF Legs 
• The RF leg is key to 

much of the available 
benefit. 

• Precisely locating turn 
entry and exit and 
containing the curved 
path. 

 
• BUT is limited by: 

• Angle of bank and 
speed. 

• Tangential entry and 
exit. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Briefly compare RF with fly by and fly overA stand alone capability which can be used in combination with other RNP specifications, required in RNP AR and the basis for much of the benefit achieved in AR but may also be combined with e.g. RNP APCH, RNP 1 SID/STAR.  These combinations are available to a higher % of fleet, for ANSP cheaper than RNP AR to deploy and maintain and for airlines no specific nav. approval to gain and maintain.BUT limited in some of its applications by AoB and entry/exit.On balance a good prospect though.



Approach Minima 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
RNP AR is good but it isn’t precision approach.GLS not widely used but increasing slowly.There is a point at which conditions demand we switch to precision approach and this means longer, straight in approaches using ILS.



Lessons 
• Consider the whole path and its interaction with surrounding Air 

Traffic Management procedures not just the approach in isolation. 
• A perfect procedure that can’t be issued by ATC is wasted. 

 
• In the Australian environment, RF Legs and vertical guidance offer 

best return for effort and resources. 
 

• Consultation:  
• Early and often. 
• Community don’t particularly care about the technology they care 

about the outcome. 
• Focus on a win/win outcome not winning the fight. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
<Limit discussion to lessons in relation to noise outcomes, all sorts of operational benefits: efficiency, safety, fuel burn/CO2>Whole path; revisit BN ‘mixed mode’ example, include also approaches from various directions and wind effect as complications for ATC sequencingRF/APV; RNP AR is a high level capability that is often overkill for a particular scenario.  AU is blessed with relatively benign terrain so much can be achieved quickly using simpler specifications in combination with RF legs.  It’s a case of having an 80% solution quickly and easily or struggling for years to get that last 20%Consultation; Avoid overly technical discussion, a trap for ATC/engineering types who typically present these items.  For many this is an emotional issue and you can’t address those issues with science and statistics.There are those on both sides of the discussion who are more interested in ‘winning the fight’ that achieving a reasonable win/win outcome.



Thank You 

Simon Young 
 
Air Navigation Services 
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